Power hearing solutions
Access to more of life’s conversations

Access to more of life’s
conversations
At Phonak, we know that hearing well and
understanding speech in various situations is
what you’d expect from a hearing solution.
With Naída™ V Phonak developed an innovative
hearing aid designed to increase audibility for
hearing sounds that are important in your
everyday life.
Combined with Roger™ technology that offers
62% better speech understanding in noise
and over distance than normal hearing people,
these states-of-the-art technologies give you
access to more of life‘s conversations.

Enjoy even more moments that
matter the most

In a restaurant
or noisy café

Phonak Naída V
Naída V provides enhanced
power and performance and
utilizes groundbreaking,
dedicated features for overall
increased audibility. With more
power and thinner housings,
you may now be able to wear
a smaller device.

In a car

Large group
conversations

Understanding
on cell phone

Watching TV

During meetings

Roger Pen or Roger EasyPen
Roger Pens and Roger EasyPens
are versatile and stylish
wireless microphones that
allow you to understand
in noise and over distance.
They reduce background
noise to keep you connected
in virtually every listening situation.
Fully automatic and very easy to use.

Small group
conversations

Outdoors

Roger Clip-On Mic
Roger Clip-On Mic is a
discreet wireless microphone
that your conversation partner
wears on a shirt, blouse or
jacket. Simply clip it on and
let the microphone do the rest
to help you understand
conversations in noise and
over distance.

Enjoy music

Leisure activities

One-on-one
conversations

Roger Table Mic
Roger Table Mic is a wireless
microphone especially
designed for small and large
meetings. Simply place it on
the table and understand
clearly what is being said.
Then you can focus on work
rather than on hearing.

Over distance

Hear more than you can imagine

Naída V is the power hearing aid from Phonak
that delivers a totally new listening experience.
By increasing access to high-frequency
sounds, it provides improved overall audibility
while maintaining exceptional sound quality.
With its enhanced hearing performance,
Naída V enables more people to be fitted with
smaller devices.
With 60%* more robust, water and dust resistant
housing, Naída V offers unmatched reliability
and confidence for all power hearing users.
*In comparison to previous models.

Life is on

We are sensitive to the needs of everyone who
depends on our knowledge, ideas and care. And by
creatively challenging the limits of technology, we
develop innovations that help people hear, understand
and experience more of life’s rich soundscapes.
Interact freely. Communicate with confidence.
Live without limit. Life is on.

Ask for a free demonstration,
because hearing is believing!
Your hearing care professional:
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